Commencement
Ceremony
December 15, 2018
Flag Etiquette

All persons present in uniform and service members not in uniform should stand at the position of attention and face the colors. It is customary for all to follow the flag as it travels to its post. All other persons present should face the flag and stand at attention with their right hand over the heart, or if applicable, remove their headdress with their right hand and hold it at the left shoulder, the hand being over the heart. When the national anthem is played or sung, citizens should stand at attention at the first note and hold the position through the last note.

Guests are asked to refrain from coming forward to take pictures during the ceremony.
The Platform Party

Dr. Brian Noland, President
Dr. Bert C. Bach, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Wilsie S. Bishop, Vice President for Health Affairs
Dr. Bethany H. Flora. Associate Professor, East Tennessee State University Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis (10 a.m. Commencement Speaker)
The Honorable Bob Corker, United States Senator for Tennessee (3 p.m. Commencement Speaker)
Dr. B.J. King, Chief Financial Officer for ETSU Foundation and ETSU Chief Financial Officer
Dr. Jeff Howard, Associate Vice President for Student Engagement and Dean of Students
Dr. Bill Flora, Faculty Senate President
Dr. Gordon K. Anderson, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Dennis Depew, Dean, College of Business and Technology
Dr. Don Samples, Dean, College of Clinical and Rehabilitative Health Sciences
Dr. Rick Osborn, Dean, School of Continuing Studies and Academic Outreach
Dr. Gregory Aloia, Dean, Clemmer College
Dr. Sharon McGee, Dean, School of Graduate Studies
Dr. Judith Slagle, Dean, Honors College
Dr. Wendy M. Nehring, Dean, College of Nursing
Dr. Randy Wykoff, Dean, College of Public Health
Dr. Debbie Byrd, Dean, Bill Gatton College of Pharmacy
Dr. William Block, Interim Dean, James H. Quillen College of Medicine
Ms. Patricia R. Van Zandt, Dean, University Libraries
Ms. Sheryl Burnette, University Registrar
Dr. Kathryn Sharp, Mace Bearer

Board of Trustees

Janet Ayers
Steven DeCarlo
David A. Golden, Vice Chairman
Dorothy Grisham
Dr. Linda Latimer

Scott Niswonger, Chairman
James Powell
Lt. Gov. (Ret.) Ron Ramsey
Dr. Fred Alsop, Faculty Trustee
Keyana Miller, Student Trustee
Presiding ........................................................ Dr. Bert C. Bach
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, East Tennessee State University

Fanfare – Ceremonial Fanfare ................................. David Lincicome
ETSU Wind Ensemble, Dr. Christian M. Zembower, Conductor

Platform Party Processional – Traditional Selection .......... Will MacMorran, Bagpiper

* Student Processional – March Grandioso ............... John Williams/arr. Steven Rhodes
ETSU Wind Ensemble, Dr. Christian M. Zembower, Conductor

* Presentation of Colors ........................................ ROTC Color Guard

* The Star-Spangled Banner ......................... Francis Scott Key
ETSU Wind Ensemble and ETSU Chorale

Introduction of Commencement Speaker ....................... Dr. Brian Noland
President, East Tennessee State University

Commencement Speaker (10 a.m.) ............................. Dr. Bethany H. Flora
Associate Professor, ETSU Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Commencement Speaker (3 p.m.) .............................. The Honorable Bob Corker
United States Senator for Tennessee

Light of a Clear Blue Morning ......................... Dolly Parton/arr. Craig Hella Johnson
ETSU Chorale, Dr. Matthew Potterton, Director

Recognition of Platform Party
Recognition of Special Guests ................................ President Brian Noland

Degree Candidate Host .................................. Ms. Sheryl Burnette
University Registrar, East Tennessee State University

Presentation of Candidates ................................. Dr. Gordon K. Anderson, Dr. Dennis Depew,
Dr. Rick Osborn, Dr. Gregory Aloia, Dr. Judith Slagle, Dr. Wendy M. Nehring,
Dr. Randy Wykoff, Dr. Sharon McGee, Dr. Debbie Byrd, Dr. Don Samples, Dr. William Block

Conferring of Degrees ........................................ President Brian Noland

* Alma Mater ...................................................... Audience Singing
Accompanied by ETSU Wind Ensemble and ETSU Chorale

* Recessional – Traditional Selection .................... Will MacMorran, Bagpiper

* March from English Folk Song Suite .................... Ralph Vaughan Williams
ETSU Wind Ensemble, Dr. Christian M. Zembower, Conductor

(The audience is requested to remain by their seats until the academic formation leaves the auditorium.)

* Audience Standing
Dear graduates,

Today represents a milestone event in your life, for it is the culmination of your hard work and dedication over the past several years. It also represents the beginning of a new journey in your life. Whether that journey leads you back to campus to further your education, or into the workforce to put your skills to the test, it has been enhanced by your experience at ETSU.

Today, I encourage you to take a moment to reflect upon the experiences that brought you to this commencement ceremony. Undoubtedly, your own efforts have helped propel you onto this stage. The efforts and support of your family and loved ones, many of whom are with us today to celebrate your success, also played a key role in making today’s celebration possible. In all of the excitement that is graduation day, please do not forget to tell those individuals “thank you” for all that they have done and continue to do to support your endeavors.

I also encourage you to show your appreciation to the faculty and staff who helped you achieve your degree. We are proud of your accomplishments and look forward to hearing where your footprints lead in the coming years. Be sure to stay connected with ETSU and our National Alumni Association. Additionally, I hope that you can return to campus to take in a performance, attend homecoming, or just walk through our beautiful grounds.

Finally, as you realize this dream of a college degree, I ask that you always share with others the importance of higher education. It is through the power of higher education that we can make the biggest difference in our own lives, our communities, and the world.

Congratulations on this outstanding accomplishment. Godspeed and go Bucs!

Brian Noland
On January 2, 2019, Dr. Bethany H. Flora will become the new President of Northeast State Community College in Blountville, Tennessee. Her appointment to the position, by the Tennessee Board of Regents on November 13 of this year, was unanimous.

Dr. Flora joined the faculty of East Tennessee State University in 2011, after serving for four years as Assistant Provost at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, where she also earned her Ph.D. in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies and Higher Education Administration in 2008. From 2004 to 2007, she worked as Director of Graduate Recruitment and Retention at Radford University in Virginia.

Before enrolling in the doctoral program at Virginia Tech, Dr. Flora completed a Bachelor of Arts degree in Business and Public Administration in 1996 at The University of Virginia’s College at Wise and three years later a Master of Arts degree in Organizational Management from what is now Tusculum University in Greeneville, Tennessee.

Prior to entering higher education administration, Dr. Flora worked for four years as Production Control Specialist with Ball Corporation, a Fortune 500 manufacturing company, where she was responsible for inventory control and production scheduling on all the company’s manufacturing lines.

In addition to being a tenured Associate Professor in Postsecondary and Private Sector Leadership through ETSU’s Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis, Dr. Flora has helped guide our university’s Center for Community College Leadership as Associate Director.

Dr. Flora is a frequent presence on the commencement stage at ETSU, hooding the many students who have completed doctoral degrees under her tutelage. In her time at ETSU, she has supervised the research of more than 30 doctoral students. Their dissertation topics include the impact of the Tennessee Promise program on college choice; student retention and first-year programs in the region’s liberal arts colleges; mental health services in a rural county school system; and graduation rates among African American and Hispanic students in Tennessee’s community colleges.

Among her many professional activities beyond the classroom, Dr. Flora has served as Associate Editor of the *International Journal of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education*, as a member of the Regional Finance and Audit Committee for the Association for Continuing Higher Education, and as Manuscript Reviewer for the *Journal of College Student Retention*. She is co-author of the book *Case Studies in Educational Technology Applications: Learning, Standards, Policy, Ethics, Research and Leadership*.

In 2015, Dr. Flora was selected as one of the inaugural Presidential Fellows at ETSU. As she assumes the presidency of Northeast State next month, she returns to the place where she began her career in higher education administration in 2002.
In 2012, Tennesseans overwhelmingly elected Bob Corker to his second term in the U.S. Senate, where he serves as chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee and is an active member of the Banking Committee and the Budget Committee.

Bob was Tennessee’s commissioner of finance and mayor of Chattanooga before being elected to the Senate in 2006, but he spent most of his life in business.

At the age of 25, Bob started his own construction company with $8,000 in savings, eventually expanding operations to 18 states across the country.

It’s that results-driven businessman’s perspective that allowed him to make a mark early in his Senate tenure and become a pragmatic thought leader on fiscal and financial issues.

Bob quickly rose to prominence on the Banking Committee, where he became known for his no-nonsense, tough questioning of witnesses during the auto industry bailout and 2008 financial crisis. Bob also is a key voice in Congress on housing finance reform. A bipartisan bill he coauthored in 2013 has been called the “blueprint” for how our nation’s housing finance system should look in the future.

A key leader on our nation’s fiscal challenges, Bob is one of the few members of Congress to put pen to paper and produce a bill that would set our country on a path to fiscal solvency. As one of the most fiscally conservative members of Congress, he continues to fight against Washington’s all too common practice of “generational theft.”

Recognizing the important impact U.S. leadership and diplomacy abroad can have on our economy and national security, Bob also is an active leader on the Foreign Relations Committee. Since taking office in 2007, he has visited more than 70 countries to gain a deeper understanding of the strategic relationships between the U.S. and other nations, and in 2015, his colleagues elected him chairman. As the lead Republican on the committee, Corker works with his colleagues to set the committee agenda and help carry out legislative and oversight responsibilities.

Bob graduated from the University of Tennessee in 1974 with a degree in Industrial Management. He and his wife of 31 years, Elizabeth, live in Chattanooga. They have two daughters, Emily Corker, Julia and her husband Justin Spickard, and two grandchildren.
Candidates for Degrees

10 a.m. Ceremony

School of Graduate Studies

Doctor of Philosophy

Jake Ryan Bemardo #
Sport Physiology and Performance
B.S., San Diego State University
M.S., San Diego State University
Dissertation: "An Investigation into Fatigue Management: Effects of Two Different Loading Protocols on Markers of Inflammation and the Endocrine Response"
Chair: Dr. Michael H. Stone

Kevin M. Carroll #
Sport Physiology and Performance
B.S., Appalachian State University
M.A., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: "Comparison of Muscle Physiology and Performance Outcomes from Either Relative Intensity or Repetition Maximum Training"
Chair: Dr. Michael H. Stone

Dennis A. Gilfillan
Environmental Health Sciences
B.S., Appalachian State University
Dissertation: "The Ecology of Fecal Indicators"
Chair: Dr. Kurt Maier

Jacob Richard Guiang Goodin #
Sport Physiology and Performance
B.S., Westmont College
M.A., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: "Faceted Arrangement in College-Aged Athletes"
Chair: Dr. Satoshi Mizuguchi

Jeddiddah Wayne Duke Griffin #
Biomedical Sciences
B.A., Carlow-Newman University
B.S., Triebel-Musler University
Dissertation: "Quantitative Studies of Amyloidogenic Protein Residue Interaction Networks and Abnormal Anamnia: Mutations in Neurontoxin and Disease"
Chair: Dr. Patrick Bradshaw

Cathy L. Landry #
Early Childhood Education
B.A., Assumption College
M.S.E.H., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: "The State of Outdoor Education in Northeast Tennessee: Preschool Teacher Attitudes Toward Outdoor Education"
Chair: Dr. Amy Malaxis

Ying Li #
Biomedical Sciences
B.M.D., Y файл University
M.S., Stanford University
Dissertation: "Metabolic Plasticity in the Cellular Stress Response"
Chair: Dr. Gary Wright

Jungiu Lia
Sport Physiology and Performance
B.S., Beijing Sports University
M.S., Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dissertation: "Comparison between Movement Onset Identification Methods Used in Inneumist Mit-Through Pull Test"
Chair: Dr. Satoshi Mizuguchi

Derek Edward Murrell #
Biomedical Sciences
B.A., Tusculum College
Dissertation: "HIV Integrase Inhibitor Pharmacodynamics and Clinical Outcomes: An Exploratory Association Study"
Chair: Dr. Sam Harkness

MD Makbubur Rahman
Biomedical Sciences
R.S., University of Connecticut
M.S., University of Oslo
Dissertation: "Characterization of Aconitases and WRINKLED Orthologs involved in XAO Biosynthesis in Arabidopsis"
Chair: Dr. Anna Klini

Sean D. Stacey
Biomedical Sciences
B.S., University of Tennessee
B.A., University of Tennessee
M.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: " VIRULENCE REGULATION in Pseudomonas aeruginosa via the A12, A2, and A3 posttranscriptional regulators, RAN A, and the Two-component System, AlgU/P"
Chair: Dr. Ranjan Chakraborty

Bal Krishna Chaudhary
Biomedical Sciences
B.S., Tribhuvan University
M.S., Tribhuvan University
Dissertation: "SIP-48, a SIRA Deacetylase Enzyme and Its Role in Biotic Stress Signaling Pathway"
Chair: Dr. Dhirendra Kumar

Patsy Renee Thomas #
Biomedical Sciences
B.S.C., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
Dissertation: "Role of Ataxia-Tetradactasia Mutated Kinase in Cardiovascular and Glucose Metabolism Under Ischemic Conditions"
Chair: Dr. Krishna Singh

Rebecca Jane Wilson #
Biomedical Sciences
B.S., University of Cincinnati
Dissertation: "Investigating the Interaction of Monoamines and Diel Rhythmicity on Anti-Predator Behavior in an Orb-Weaving Spider, Lornioides cornutus (Araneae: Araneae)"
Chair: Dr. Thomas C. Jones

Hongyang Zhao #
Early Childhood Education
B.Ed., Henan Normal University
M.Ed., East China Normal University
Dissertation: "Examining Contributions to Preschooler's Classroom Engagement using Structural Equation Modeling"
Chair: Dr. Carol Trippetto

Doctor of Education

Vickie McRee Bowers #
Educational Leadership
B.S.Ed., Athens State College
M.Ed., University of North Alabama
Ed.D., Middle Tennessee State University
Dissertation: "A Study of the Purpose and Value of Recessional Elementry Schools as Perceived by Teachers and Administrators"
Chair: Dr. Pamela Scott

Lori Ann Church #
Educational Leadership
B.A., East Tennessee State University
M.A.T., East Tennessee State University
Ed.D., Lincoln Memorial University
Dissertation: "School Library Access as Related to Student Reading Comprehension in an Urban East Tennessee School District"
Chair: Dr. Virginia Poley

Joel K. Feldley #
Educational Leadership
B.S., East Tennessee State University
M.B.A., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: "Comparison of Learning Outcomes from Online and Face-to-Face Accounting Courses"
Chair: Dr. James Lemley

James A. Jacobs #
Educational Leadership
B.S., Virginia Intermont College
M.Ed., Lincoln Memorial University
Ed.D., Lincoln Memorial University
Dissertation: "School Climate: A Comparison of Teachers, Students, and Parents"
Chair: Dr. Virginia Poley

Nancy Lynette Keener
Educational Leadership
B.A., Middle Tennessee State University
M.S.W., Alabama A&M University
Ed.D., Middle Tennessee State University
Dissertation: "Teacher Perceptions of Inclusion and Students with Autism"
Chair: Dr. Pamela Scott

Janet Humphrey Latimer
Educational Leadership
B.A., Murray State University
M.S., Murray State University
Dissertation: "Basic Academic Skills and Post-Secondary Technical Education"
Chair: Dr. Don Good
Jennifer M. Lee  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., Campbell University  
M.Div., Campbell University  
Chair: Dr. James Lampley

Ashleigh Erin Norris-Slay  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., Carson-Newman University  
M.A., East Tennessee State University  
Dissertation: “Undergraduate Students’ Perceptions of AP and Dual Enrollment in Relation to College Readiness Skills”  
Chair: Dr. Virginia Foley

Amanda Renee Pickens #  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., Samford University  
M.Ed., Samford University  
Dissertation: “Perceptions of Pre-K and Kindergarten Teachers’ Perceptions of the Student Growth Portfolio Model in Tennessee”  
Chair: Dr. Virginia Foley

Neal Tyler Vincent #  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., University of South Carolina, Columbia  
M.Ed., Clemson University  
Ed.S., Converse College  
Dissertation: “Factors and Circumstances Related to Teacher Retention in Rural, High Poverty Districts in South Carolina”  
Chair: Dr. Bill Florea

Doctor of Public Health  
Olivia Lynn Egen  
Public Health  
B.A., University of Northern Iowa  
M.P.H., East Tennessee State University

Specialist in Education  
Amy T. Collins  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Betty Reeves Cunningham  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.Ed., East Tennessee State University

John Logan Tindell  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
M.A., East Tennessee State University

Master of Accountancy  
Hassan Faisal Alkhatieb #  
Accountancy  
B.A.A., East Tennessee State University  
M.Acc., East Tennessee State University

Hussein Hussein Abdulhadi Al-Wadei  
Accountancy  
B.S.B.A., University of Tennessee

Robert Charles Anderson  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Shuyue Chai #  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., North China University of Technology

Katherine Elizabeth Cooter  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Evan Scott Cregger  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Amanda Jade Dobard  
Accountancy  
B.S.A., East Tennessee State University

Jonathan Adam Gillenwater #  
Accountancy  
B.S.A., East Tennessee State University

Virginia Power Groover  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Jiali Guo  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  
B.B.A., Shandong Normal University

Pellin Han  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Sydney Jeffcoat  
Accountancy  
B.S.B.A., Tennessee Technological University

Courtney Wooldwine Lawson #  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Ganlin Liu  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Junyi Liu  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Samantha Mychel Moore  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Jake Meckenzie Morris #  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Danielle Kateyln Price  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Alyssa Moriah Reed #  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  
M.Acc., East Tennessee State University

William Tyler Troutman  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., King University

Daniel H. Tweed  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Andrew Parker Woodbury  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Youxin Zhang  
Accountancy  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University

Master of Arts  
Kelsey Marie Adams  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kamble Olander Bray, Jr. #  
Counseling  
B.S., Austin Peay State University

Brenda JoVelem Conley  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Heather Mollie Dickson  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Danielle Elizabeth Fogans  
Early Childhood Education  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Abigail Bailey Frantum  
Counseling  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Martin

Mary Minta Glauber  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Erin Nicole Gregg #  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jesi Lee Hall  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: “Perceptions of Confidentiality and Stigma Associated with Use of Counseling Services”  
Chair: Dr. Emily Donald

Elizabeth Kinard Kelly #  
Early Childhood Education  
B.S., University of Tennessee

Rachel Victoria Koonce #  
Early Childhood Education  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Martin

Lydia Kravco  
Early Childhood Education  
B.Ed., University of Wisconsin, Winneba

Mary Lawrence #  
Reading  
B.F.A., Stephens College  
M.A.T., Manhattanville College

Jessica McWilliams #  
Early Childhood Education  
B.A., Milligan College

Austin Alan Pierce #  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kenny Aaron Pierce #  
Counseling  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Caitlin Alyssa Schultknight #  
Counseling  
B.A., University of Tennessee

Wimon Pauline Shoe #  
Early Childhood Education  
B.A., University of Nebraska, Omaha  
Thesis: “Gender Differences in Spatial Language During Preschool Small Group Geometry Activities”  
Chair: Dr. Adina Large

Christina Smith #  
Counseling  
B.S., University of Puerto Rico

Katelin Rene Stanley #  
Early Childhood Education  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University

Laurie Jane Tucker #  
Early Childhood Education  
B.A., Roanoke College

Felisha Rochelle Watson  
Early Childhood Education  
B.S., Jackson State University

Helena Louise Zavislavik #  
Early Childhood Education  
B.S., Lake Superior State University

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies  
Essa Frances Mohammed  
Liberal Studies  
B.A., University of Rain  
L.L.M., University of Kent  
Chair: Dr. Marie Tedesco

Roosevelt Wreh Seccole  
Liberal Studies  
B.S., University of Liberia  
Chair: Dr. Marie Tedesco
Teresa E. Hicks #  
Business Administration  
B.A., Maryville College  

Zhaoheng Hu  
Business Administration  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Bin Liu  
Business Administration  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Sabrina Eileen Logan #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Chad Michael Lovato #  
Business Administration  
B.S., American Public University  

Jessica A. Mould #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Sarah Appiah Ofori #  
Business Administration  
B.S., Old Dominion University  

Scott Christian Perry #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Jonathan Matthew Purdle #  
Business Administration  
B.S., Emory & Henry College  

Austin James Roberts #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Cheslee LeeAnn Roberts #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Michael Allen Ross #  
Business Administration  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Julie Christine Short #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Christopher Darnell Smith #  
Business Administration  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga  

David Michael Smith #  
Business Administration  
B.S., Excelsior College  

Emily Morin Smith  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Holy Renee Street #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Pengjun Wang  
Business Administration  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Emery Nicholas Ward #  
Business Administration  
B.S., Tennessee Technological University  

Brandon Tyler Wallick  
Business Administration  
B.A., University of Tennessee  

Adam Joseph White #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Sydney Victoria White  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Tiha Gammon Witmer  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Michael Anthony Woods #  
Business Administration  
B.B.A., Milligan College  

Kehui Xu  
Business Administration  
B.S., North China University of Technology  

Zhtong Yu  
Business Administration  
B.A., Shandong Normal University  

Master of Business Administration  

Tillayo Oluwadumile Abiwon  
Business Administration  
B.B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Audrey Ololade Amelege #  
Business Administration  
B.S., Appalachian State University  

Emili O'Neill Anderson  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Ashley Basilicato #  
Business Administration  
B.A., Tuscaloosa University  

Courtney Ann Blevins  
Business Administration  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Lacy Brooke Bowman #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Justin Dean Bradford #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Roshni Binoy Chaudhary #  
Business Administration  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Jessica Parker Christian #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Corey Patrick Conduff #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

David Jeffrey Doane #  
Business Administration  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Kai Fan  
Business Administration  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Dustin J. Flanary #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Thomas Stancil Fleischauer #  
Business Administration  
B.S.C.E., University of North Carolina, Charlotte  

Roy Allan Lorenzo Fredricks #  
Business Administration  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Mingjian Guo  
Business Administration  
B.A., Shandong University of Architecture  

Zhong Yang  
Business Administration  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Master of Education  

Zyad Alrayanah  
Special Education  
B.D., Queen University  

Thesis: "Use of a Daily Behavior Report Card and Response Dependent Fading to Increase and Maintain Academic Engagement in an Elementary Student with Developmental Delay"  
Chair: Dr. James Fox  

Whitney Allen Barnett  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., Texas University  

Kristine Georgie Barrett  
Elementary Education  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Catherine Louisa Beal  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Shannon Louise Blewins  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Jared Rubin Cimolliali  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Erika Ann Agee Cohen  
Elementary Education  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Portia D. Cook  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., Middle Tennessee State University  

Layne Amelia Cooper  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Melissa Lynn Duncan  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Bethanie Shee Dye  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Casey Amanda Gardner  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Casey Amanda Gardner  
Educational Leadership  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Fanta Marie Henderson  
Elementary Education  
B.S.Ed., East Tennessee State University  

Rachel Suzanne Assad Jones  
Elementary Education  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Ashley Ann Manns  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Kathleen Elizabeth Marchesa  
Educational Leadership  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  

Halley Carolyn Miley  
Secondary Education  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  

Johanne Leigh Prosek  
Educational Media and Educational Technology  
B.A., University of Tennessee  
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Master of Science

Sociq Olayade Akande # 
Public Health
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “Selecting the Most Effective Energy Modeling Tool Based on a Project Requirement”
Chair: Dr. Mohammad Moa Uddin

Victoria Brooke Allen # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Melinda Kristian Bolcher # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Daphne Leigh Bell # 
Human Services
B.S.Ed., University of Tennessee

Zachary James Bruton 
Sport Management
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jennifer Wilson Cain # 
Human Services
B.A., University of Tennessee
M.Ed., Carson-Newman University

Denise Alexandria Chavez Reyes # 
Technology
Thesis: “An Assessment of the Factors that Incline the Likelihood of Hispanic Students to Attend Higher Education in Northeast Tennessee”
Chair: Dr. Mohammad Moa Uddin

Austin L. Dayton 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., King University

Mollie Anne Edick # 
Sport Management
B.S., East Carolina University

Emily Jordan Hinshaw 
Sport Management
B.A., Emory & Henry College

Emma Ann Holmes 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Maxwell Makanjuola Idehenye 
Technology
B.Sc.H.E., Obafemi Awolowo University
M.S.C.H., University of Lagos

Kingsley Chibuzo Iwuzo # 
Technology
B.E., University of Benin

Stephen Yamaymo Josa 
Technology
B.E., University of Benin

Keshla Holt Kister # 
Human Services
B.S., Carson-Newman University

Kenneth Ray McClanahan # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jason Patrick McCreary # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., Western Illinois University

Rashid Jamali Moore # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University
M.Ed., Carson-Newman University

Oluchi Onwuri 
Technology
B.S., University of Benin

Rebekah Camille Owens # 
Human Services
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Alec R. Perkins # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S. Appalachian State University
Thesis: “Relationship of the SSAS Questionnaire with Physiological and Performance Measures”
Chair: Dr. Caleb Bayler

Monica Sherene Simony 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kristy Smith # 
Human Services
B.S., Carson-Newman University

Timothy Roger Smith # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.A., Michigan State University

Spencer Kyle Travis # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., University of Southern Mississippi
Chair: Dr. Caleb Bayler

Dmitry Tumanov 
Computer and Information Science
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Alexander Byron Wetmore # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., Marian College, Indianapolis
Chair: Dr. Michael Stone

Steve Clay Wilson 
Technology
B.A., Eastern Illinois University
B.S.C.S., Montana State University, Bozeman
M.I.T.S., Florida State University

Michael Joseph Wines # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., University of South Carolina, Columbia

Master of Professional Studies

Susan Dawn Olson Creek 
Professional Studies
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Master of Public Health

Stephanie Renee Allford 
Public Health
B.S., University of West Georgia

Foram Bhupendra Bhagat 
Public Health
B.S., University of Tennessee

Felicia Katherine Coughtin 
Public Health
B.S., Worcester State College

Paula Lorene Gibbs # 
Public Health
B.S., Middle Tennessee State University

Sarah Elaine Hawkins # 
Public Health
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Elana Brooke Heriges # 
Public Health
B.S., University of Tennessee

Priscilla Helene Holbrook # 
Public Health
B.A., University of Virginia's College at Wise

Catherine McIntyre Huang # 
Public Health
B.A., Vanderbilt University

Lois Kathleen Johnson # 
Public Health
B.S., Mars Hill University

Mark-Anthony Johnson # 
Public Health
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles

Deeannah Kamran # 
Public Health
B.S., University of Alabama, Birmingham

Laura Michelle Kelley # 
Public Health
B.S., Auburn University

Leigh Johnson McIntyre 
Public Health
B.A., Dartmouth College
M.D., East Tennessee State University

Kelly Brooke Mitchell 
Public Health
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Sylvester Obalolu Orimaye 
Public Health
B.S., Staffordshire University
Ph.D., Monash University

Mychal Jarod Robinson # 
Public Health
B.S., Ansburn University, Montgomery

Sarah Riley Saint # 
Public Health
B.S., Clemson University

Robert A. Schmidt 
Public Health
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Robert Eric Watterson 
Public Health
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Master of Science

Sociq Olayade Akande # 
Public Health
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Thesis: “Selecting the Most Effective Energy Modeling Tool Based on a Project Requirement”
Chair: Dr. Mohammad Moa Uddin

Victoria Brooke Allen # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Melinda Kristian Bolcher # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Daphne Leigh Bell # 
Human Services
B.S.Ed., University of Tennessee

Zachary James Bruton 
Sport Management
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jennifer Wilson Cain # 
Human Services
B.A., University of Tennessee
M.Ed., Carson-Newman University

Denise Alexandria Chavez Reyes # 
Technology
Thesis: “An Assessment of the Factors that Incline the Likelihood of Hispanic Students to Attend Higher Education in Northeast Tennessee”
Chair: Dr. Mohammad Moa Uddin

Austin L. Dayton 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., King University

Mollie Anne Edick # 
Sport Management
B.S., East Carolina University

Bridget Nicole Gibson # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Emily Jordan Hinshaw 
Sport Management
B.A., Emory & Henry College

Emma Ann Holmes 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Maxwell Makanjuola Idehenye 
Technology
B.Sc.H.E., Obafemi Awolowo University
M.S.C.H., University of Lagos

Kingsley Chibuzo Iwuzo # 
Technology
B.E., University of Benin

Stephen Yamaymo Josa 
Technology
B.E., University of Benin

Keshla Holt Kister # 
Human Services
B.S., Carson-Newman University

Kenneth Ray McClanahan # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Jason Patrick McCreary # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., Western Illinois University

Rashid Jamali Moore # 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University
M.Ed., Carson-Newman University

Oluchi Onwuri 
Technology
B.S., University of Benin

Rebekah Camille Owens # 
Human Services
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Alec R. Perkins # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S. Appalachian State University
Thesis: “Relationship of the SSAS Questionnaire with Physiological and Performance Measures”
Chair: Dr. Caleb Bayler

Monica Sherene Simony 
Human Services
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kristy Smith # 
Human Services
B.S., Carson-Newman University

Timothy Roger Smith # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.A., Michigan State University

Spencer Kyle Travis # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., University of Southern Mississippi
Chair: Dr. Caleb Bayler

Dmitry Tumanov 
Computer and Information Science
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Alexander Byron Wetmore # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., Marian College, Indianapolis
Chair: Dr. Michael Stone

Steve Clay Wilson 
Technology
B.A., Eastern Illinois University
B.S.C.S., Montana State University, Bozeman
M.I.T.S., Florida State University

Michael Joseph Wines # 
Sport Science and Coach Education
B.S., University of South Carolina, Columbia
Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Business & Technology

Austin Mitchell Agee
Marketing
Ahmed Mohammed Al Hamdan
Engineering Technology
Munathir Hussein Al Rubi
Engineering Technology
Mohammed Ali Al Salah
Management
Osama Saleh Al Tarooti
Management
Abdulrahman Adnan
Almadar
Management
Ali Habib Alaskary
Marketing
Stewart Brown Alexander
Management

Moss Khalei Al Fawzan
Engineering Technology
Mustafa Ali Al Waiz
Management
Hassan Fatih Al Hanadan
Management
Mehal Faraj Al Harbi
Engineering Technology
Abdulkhalik Ahmed
Aljamailah
Engineering Technology

Waseem Alkhlaifia
Management
Yousef Mohammed
Atanasi
Management
Mohammed A. Alnasser
Management
Ali Husein Al Obaidi
Engineering Technology
Nasser Ahmed Al Alwaibi
Engineering Technology
Abbas Ali Al Amri
Engineering Technology
Mohamed Habib Al Alshafr
Management
Anmar Alshehri
Engineering Technology

Mouth Abdulrahman
Alwaeli
Engineering Technology
Abdullah Abbas Alyousif
Engineering Technology
Abdulrahif Mansour Alkamiti
Engineering Technology
Whitney Christen Andes
Marketing

Erik Jeffrey Cannon
Engineering Technology
David Guzman Carrero
Management
Brandon Lee Casey
Management
Michael Clay Cash
Engineering Technology
Yu Chai
Finance
Corinna Kaitlin Chan
Economics
Johnathan Austin Chandler
Digital Media
Richard Lee Chitwood
Economics
Lacy Katherine Church
Management
Mary Elizabeth Cofie
Management
Joetta M. Clawson
Marketing
William Garrett Clear
Economics
Meghan Danielle Collins
Computing
Douglas Clayton Conannon
Digital Media
Heath Russell Courtney
Computing
Michael Dustin Cowen
Engineering Technology
Cameron Taylor Craig
Management
Alisha M. Cuddy
Computing
Xinyu Cui
Finance
Lauren Taylor Dakin
Marketing
Jonathan C. Darby
Management
Adam Jacob Davis
Engineering Technology
Zachary Shane Tyler Davis
Finance

Mary Laiken Dayton
Accountancy
Jia Ding
Computing
Taylor Aaron Doolin
Management
Devin Chandler Dukes, Jr.
Digital Media
Lauren Kate Dunbar
Accountancy
Logan T. Dykes
Computing
Jarrel D. Earby
Digital Media
Michael David Edens
Computing
Emily Nicole Edmiston
Computing
Casey Eric Edwards
Computing
Megan Brooke Edwards
Accountancy
Alissa Brooke Egan
Marketing
Nelson C. Elliott
Engineering Technology
Jon E. Emmett
Marketing
James Steven Erickson
Engineering Technology
James Clarence Farrar, III
Marketing
Anthony Sheburne
Ferguson
Management
Cody Ray Ferguson
Accountancy
Cortnie Shea Ferguson
Accountancy
Skylar Chase Ferguson
Management
Mitchell M. Floyd
Computing
Taylor Fontenot
Marketing
Jamel Andrewson Foster
Engineering Technology
Jessica Robin Fritts
Accountancy
Petra Gabrielle Fritz
Engineering Technology
Jonathan Ryan Fuller
Marketing
James Austin
Fundador, Jr.
Computing
Abby Kathleen Garland
Accountancy

Joanna G. Hardin
Environmental Health
B.A., Eckerd College
Thesis: "Imidacloprid Persistence, Mobility, and Effects on Soil Quality and Ecosystem Function"
Chair: Dr. Kurt Maier
Fred Raymond Lockett, IV  
Physical Education  
* Benjamin Ryan Lockhart  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Madison Paige Loomis  
Human Services  
Logan Tyler Louzader #  
Physical Education  
** Megan Danielle Luncfard #  
Human Services  
* Shaina Marie Madison #  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Anthony J. Marincola  
Physical Education  
Kayla Faith Marley  
Early Childhood Development  
Maya Gabrielle Mathis  
Physical Education  
Joshua Kirk Matney #  
Physical Education  
Breanna Michelle McClanahan #  
Physical Education  
** Kelsey Jo McChillan #  
Human Services  
** Gregory Paulin McCloud  
Physical Education  
Douglas McFarland  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Rylee McKenzie Milhorn  
Early Childhood Development  
Jasmine L. Miller  
Early Childhood Development  
Breanna N. Moles #  
Human Services  
Alison Faith Morgan  
Human Services  
McKayla Brooke Morris  
Human Services  
Merrick Mullins  
Physical Education  
Lewis A. Myatt #  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Bevin Elliot Ozechowski  
Physical Education  
* Rachel Jane Patrick  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Christopher David Pershing #  
Physical Education  
Brandon Nathaniel Pierce #  
Human Services  
Micah Dakota Porter  
Human Services  
Matthew David Pyke  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Robert Prentice Ramsey  
Special Education  
Chelsea Victoria Davis  
Riddle  
Physical Education  
** Faith Renee Russell  
Physical Education  
Elizabeth Schellhammer  
Human Services  
Antwan Edward Sears #  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Austen Colt Smith  
Physical Education  
Cori Leigh Spurlock  
Human Services  
Zachary C. Stansberry  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Kristen E. Stopher  
Physical Education  
Amber C. Taylor  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Steffing Nicole Tindell  
Human Services  
Terrence A. Turner, Jr.  
Physical Education  
Sara Elizabeth Vaughn  
Early Childhood Development  
Sarah Grace Vogt  
Sport and Leisure Management  
Kristin Elsion Wade  
Human Services  
Dana Kristin Walter  
Human Services  
** Ashton Reah Willett #  
Human Services  
Jacob Samuel Williams  
Physical Education  
Ashley Nicole Wingert  
Human Services  
Hannah B. Wood #  
Physical Education  
** Jordan Nichole Zurcher  
Human Services  
** Robert James Abernathy  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Malissa Talmage-Ajeti #  
General Studies  
William Read Alton #  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Brett Matthew Barnett  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Joshua Daniel Beckett  
Applied Science  
Conor Darsee Berney  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
** William Garrison Bledarman  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Tyler James Britt  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Justin Dakota Brown  
General Studies  
Lakyn Kelly-Jo Buskell  
Applied Science  
Gary Dewayne Careaga  
Applied Science  
David Allen Gate #  
General Studies  
Daniel Lee Chase  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Audree Janey Collins #  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Karen Ann Daniel  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Kywan Emanuel Davenport  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
** Zoe Eric Doster  
General Studies  
Alexis Rose Dyer  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Alery Regina Florihga  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Pereira #  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Lauren Ruth Fowler  
General Studies  
Alonso DeMarco Francois  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Jonathan Tyler Godsey  
General Studies  
Sarge Gomin  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Bethany Erin Hall  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Laurel Grace Hearst  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Seth Aaron Hickman  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Natalsha Charis Brooke  
Hillman  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
** Kristina Nicole Hoff  
General Studies  
Shon Christopher Hoiman  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Vanessa Paige Jenkins  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Hannah Jeanette Irick  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Tanya Gina Jenkins #  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Delores Ann Johnson #  
General Studies  
** Anna M. Katron  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
David J. Knott  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Megan Lorenzen Kramer #  
Applied Science  
Kristen Nichole Lawson  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Andres Armenta Leyva  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Cody James Light  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Mianna Denise Lucas  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Meghan Emma Lyon  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Logan David Marchi  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Alexia N. May #  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Utoma Kechi Mbara  
General Studies  
Brenton Peter McCann  
General Studies  
Ronnie H. McDaniel  
General Studies  
Justin Scott Moore  
Professional Studies  
Brett Logan Munson  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
David Ray Nunn #  
Applied Science  
Laura Leigh Odom #  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Abigail Parker  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Taylor M. Parsons  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Matthew Patterson  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Ashley Kate Perlee  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Paul T. Popescu #  
Professional Studies  
Isiah Marquise Porter  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Sarah Danielle Prasaguet  
Professional Studies  
Derek Cody Price  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Benjamin Jefferson Ray #  
General Studies  
David Scott Rhoades, II #  
Applied Science  
Dakota Ray Richardson  
Professional Studies  
Kayla Sherril Rose  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
** Elizabeth G. Shelton  
General Studies  
Justin Rohm Sierk  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Logan Phillips Sizemore #  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Allison Caroline Slawson  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Matthew Conrad Smith  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
Don Erik Stringfellow  
Interdisciplinary Studies  
James Edward Walton  
General Studies  
** Donald Stacy Whittaker #  
Applied Science
School of Graduate Studies

Doctor of Philosophy

Curtis A. Bradley #
Psychology
B.S., Berry College
M.A., James Madison University
Dissertation: “Examining the Effect of Smoking on Cardiovascular and Neurotransmitter Mechanisms of Caffeine Reinforcement”
Chair: Dr. Matthew I. Palmer

Deborah Reylene Henry #
Nursing
B.S.N., University of Vermont
M.S.N., University of Vermont
Dissertation: “Reconsidering the Art of Nursing for Nursing Practice”
Chair: Dr. Sharon Kenny

Michael P. Lanphier #
Psychology
B.S., Marywood University
M.A., Marywood University
Dissertation: “Interprofessional Relationships in Rural Offender Re-Entry and Management: Mental Health Treatment Providers and Community Supervision Professionals”
Chair: Dr. Jill Steason

Kristi Sanborn Miller #
Nursing
B.S., Ball State University
M.S., Ball State University
M.S., Indiana University-Purdue University
Chair: Dr. Lisa Haddad

Dannel Karl Petravce #
Psychology
B.A., Central Connecticut State University
M.A., East Tennessee State University
Chair: Dr. Christopher S. Dula

Jessica Kelliher Rabon #
Psychology
B.S., Furman University
M.A., Western Carolina University
Dissertation: “Self-Compassion and Suicidal Behavior: Indirect Effects of Depression, Anxiety, and Hopelessness across Increasingly Vulnerable Samples”
Chair: Dr. Jameson R. Hirsch

Gracie Violet Baker
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Nolan Douglas Childers
Physical Therapy

Micah Paul Christensen
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Nebraska, Lincoln

Alexander Scott Clabo
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of South Carolina, Columbia

Michael Todd Cleaver, Jr.
Physical Therapy
B.S., Wolford College

Nathan Robert Coste
Physical Therapy
B.S., Tennessee Technological University

Travis Moran Coombs
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Torey Alexander Dorton
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Virginia’s College at Wise

Emily Lynn Grieshaber
Physical Therapy
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University

Taylor Nichole Harmon
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Blaine Allen Hendricks
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Stephen Joseph Henniger
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Austin Jay Hutchins
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Bradley Allan Hutchinson
Physical Therapy
B.S., Morehead State University

Melissa Grace Ivy
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Tennessee

Joseph Francis Jones
Physical Therapy
B.S., Clemson University
Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University

Kammie Alexandra Lewis
Physical Therapy
B.S., Bryan College

Theron Ross Livingston
Physical Therapy
B.S., Mississippi State University

Seth Andrew McGrady
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Megan Laa Morton
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Brianna Laura Mullins
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Jimmy T. Nguyen
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Memphis

Kaitlyn Marie Partin
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Ethan Aaron Peavy
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Maven Noel Pinkston
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Memphis

Brandon Drew Seale
Physical Therapy
B.S., Troy University

Jama Rosemary Tuck
Physical Therapy
B.S., College of Charleston

Tara Morgan Warf
Physical Therapy
B.S., Western Kentucky University

Kaleb Allen West
Physical Therapy
B.S., Lindsey Wilson College

Michaela Lynn Williams
Physical Therapy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Bryce Gena Williamson
Physical Therapy
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Bailee Elizabeth Wilson
Physical Therapy
B.S., Carson-Newman University

Matthew Richard Wilson
Physical Therapy
B.S., Marshall University

Master of Arts

Faith LeAnn Bower
Criminal Justice and Criminology
B.S., East Tennessee State University
Dissertation: "Public Perceptions of Domestic Sex Trafficking and Domestic Sex Trafficking Victims: A Qualitative Analysis"
Chair: Dr. Chris Rush

Christin Nicole Collette
Psychology
B.A., Lenoir-Rhyne College
Dissertation: "Student Behavior in Day-to-Day Life: Exploring a Problematic Behavior Scale"
Chair: Dr. Jason Steedman

Cody Alan Giles
Brand and Media Strategy
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Corbin Foster Scott Hayslett #
Appalachian Studies
B.A., University of Virginia’s College at Wise
Dissertation: "The Doyen of Dixie: A Survey of the Earliest Stylings of Uncle Dave Mason"
Chair: Dr. Lee Bledsoe

Eaven Thomas Holder
Criminal Justice and Criminology
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
Dissertation: "Political Competition and Predictors of Hate Crime: A County-Level Analysis"
Chair: Dr. Dustin Osborne
Sarah Ashley Job #  
Psychology  
B.S., Tennessee Technological University  
Thesis: "Profound Minority Stress, Drinking Motives, and Alcoholic Use in Appalachian Sexual Minority Women"  
Chair: Dr. Stacey L. Williams

Bailie Elizabeth Light  
Criminal Justice and Criminology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "The Efforts of Sexual Violation on College Women"  
Chair: Dr. Chris Rush

Michael John Luchten  
Appalachian Studies  
B.S., University of Georgia  
Thesis: "Bluegrass and Old Time in Catalonia: An Ethnographic Case of Aesthetic Community"  
Chair: Dr. Ron Beach

Sara F. Lynch-Thomason  
Appalachian Studies  
B.A., Bard College  
Thesis: "It’s Always Identified with the Women: How Appalachian Women Ballad Singers’ Repertoire Choices Reflect Their Gendered Concerns"  
Chair: Dr. Lee Bidgood

Emily Brook McCurry  
Brand and Media Strategy  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Kaylin Klaro Moore #  
Business and Media Strategy  
B.S., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale

Paul Steven Perry  
Criminal Justice and Criminology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Officer Perceptions on Armed Campuses"  
Chair: Dr. Larry Miller

Amanda Gaye Sawyers  
English  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "I’ve Been Given the Wrong Mother: Recomposing Absent Mothers in Postmodern British Literature"  
Chair: Dr. Daniel Westover

Hannah Rose Tiberi  
Professional Communication  
B.A., East Tennessee State University

Morgan Kate Treaster  
Psychology  
B.A., SUNY University at Geneseo  
Thesis: "Self-Compassion and Physical Health-Related Quality of Life in Cancer: Mediating Effects of Control Beliefs and Treatment Adherence"  
Chair: Dr. Jameson J. Hirsch

Elise M. Doming #  
Clinical Nutrition  
B.S., Pennsylvania State University  
Thesis: "Knowledge and Recommendations of Dietary Supplements by Healthcare Professionals to Treat Patients Post-Cardiac Event"  
Chair: Dr. Michelle Lee

Kingsley Temidayo Fasase  
Geosciences  
B.S.T., Ladoke Akintola University of Technology  
Thesis: "Improving Sinkhole Mapping Using LIDAR Data and locating Sinkhole Hotspots in Joshoiner City, TN"  
Chair: Dr. Ingrid Laffman

Evelyn Fookson #  
Mathematical Sciences  
B.S., University of Cape Coast, Ghana  
Thesis: "The Expected Number of Patterns in a Random Generated Permutation on [1...n]"  
Chair: Dr. Anant Godbole

Donna Beth Garber #  
Speech-Language Pathology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Bradley Gale Gardner  
Mathematical Sciences  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Italian Domination on Ladders and Related Products"  
Chair: Dr. Tena Haynes

Jack Christoph Hartsell  
Mathematical Sciences  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "A Normal Form for Words in the Temperley-Lieb Algebra and the Artin Braid Group on Three Strands"  
Chair: Dr. Proctor N. Norwood

Ashley Brooke Herrig  
Biology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University

Abigail Michelle Hughes #  
Biology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "PA2777 Affects ZR expression and AlgR/Alg Phenotypic Outputs in Pseudomonas aeruginosa"  
Chair: Dr. Christopher Pritschett

Jennifer Diane Keer #  
Mathematical Sciences  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Developing Optimization Techniques for Logistic Tendering Using Reverse Combinational Auctions"  
Chair: Dr. Michelle Joyner

Obed Koomson  
Mathematical Sciences  
B.S., Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology  
Thesis: "Performance Assessment of The Extended Gower Coefficient on Mixed Data with Varying Types of Functional Data."  
Chair: Dr. Jean Marie Hendrickson

Jessica René Lockhart  
Biology  
B.S., Freed-Hardeman University  
Thesis: "The Role of Non-Functional Acetylcholine in Cogential Chymoidal Infection"  
Chair: Dr. Robert Schoborg

Saroj Chandra Lehan  
Biology  
B.S., Tribhuvan University  
M.S., Tribhuvan University  
Thesis: "Characterization of ShP68 for its Role in Plant Stress Signaling"  
Chair: Dr. Dhirendra Kumar
Amanda Lauren Smith  
Biology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Chair: Dr. Matthew Palmieri

Amanda Kathleen Tedder  
Biology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "The Role of Reproductive Mode on Development in a Reproductively Bisexual Squamate Species"  
Chair: Dr. Rebecca Pflees

Haiyu Wang  
Chemistry  
B.S., Southeast Missouri State University  
Thesis: "Comparing Laser-Assisted Poling and Chemical Vapor Deposition Methods in the Fabrication of Carbon Ultrasonic- and Nanoelectrodes"  
Chair: Dr. Gregory W. Rishow

Augusine Oppong  
Mathematical Sciences  
B.S., Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology  
Thesis: "Clustering Mixed Data: An Extension of the Order Coefficient with Weighted 1:2 Distance"  
Chair: Dr. Jean-Marie Hedicckson

Seun Emmanuel Onoseni  
Biology  
B.S., Ekiti State University  
Thesis: "The Study of Alcoholic Liver Diseases"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Mark Gregory Pfister  
Mathematical Sciences  
B.S., University of Kentucky, Lexington  
Thesis: "Distribution of a Sum of Random Variables when the Sample Size is a Poisson Distribution"  
Chair: Dr. Robert Priece

Fritz D. Prohsaka  
Biology  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Effects of Gender, Age, and Nutrition on Circadian Locomotor Activity Rhythms in the Flesh Fly Sarcophaga crassipalpis"  
Chair: Dr. Karl Joplin and Dr. Darrel Moore

Ashleigh Kathleen Reeves  
B.S., College of Charleston  
Thesis: "Warning Confidence and Perceptions of Injury Flow Hazard Division Strategies at Kihun and Mauna Loa volcanoes, Hawaii?"  
Chair: Dr. Christopher Gregg

Julie Marie Salamot  
Biology  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga  
Thesis: "The Role of CYP2A5 in Cadmium-induced Liver Injury"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Claiborne Daniel Sea  
Geosciences  
B.S., University of Kentucky  
Thesis: "Native American Occupation at the Singer-Herrenkhas Site Complex: Developing Site History by Interpreting Remote Sensing and Archaeological Evidence"  
Chair: Dr. Eileen Eberwine

Sujan Shrestha  
Biology  
B.S., Kathmandu University  
Thesis: "Biochemical Characterization of Tomato Pesticide Amide Hydrolyase"  
Chair: Dr. Aruna Khun

Vincent A. Bergamo  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Lauren Kay Berry  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Impact of Reproductive Mode on Skeletal Development in a Reproductively Bisexual Squamate Species"  
Chair: Dr. Rebecca Pflees

Christina Michaels Biggerstaff  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Appalachian State University  
Thesis: "The Study of Alcoholic Liver Diseases"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Tina Elizabeth Bowles  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "The Study of Alcoholic Liver Diseases"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Rachel Owens Burke  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Cindy Cantor  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Kati Kerr Carley  
Nursing  
B.S.A., University of Tennessee  
B.S.N., Lincoln Memorial University  
Thesis: "The Study of Alcoholic Liver Diseases"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Courtney Stapleton Carroll  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "The Study of Alcoholic Liver Diseases"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Katherine Elizabeth Chabin  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Chelsea Chamberlain  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Southern Adventist University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Christopher Chandler  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Zilapha Nichol Cruz  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Judith Lynn Day  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Alicia Deinh  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Old Dominion University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Karen Cassidy Doyle  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Lander University  
B.S.N., Western Carolina University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Britney Rae Ermiston  
Nursing  
B.S.N., University of Virginia's College at Wise  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Sarah Edmonds  
Nursing  
B.S.N., University of Tennessee  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Mary Elizabeth Foran  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Karen Lynn Foster  
Nursing  
B.A., Mars Hill University  
B.S., Lincoln Memorial University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Samantha Jolene Fox  
Nursing  
B.S.N., University of Virginia's College at Wise  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Melissa Shihrae Franklin  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Kara Ashley Geno  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Kathryn Gillis  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Northern Kentucky University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Chelsea Lane Gondek  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Jennie Lynn Goodwin  
Nursing  
B.S., North Carolina State University, Raleigh  
B.S.N., Western Carolina University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Kristie Vaughn Greener  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Jennifer Elizabeth Hansson  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Tara Harvey  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Brandon Michelle Haynes  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Catherine Ann Hershey  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Justina Betts Holmes  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Tiffiny Danielle Holt  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Keri Lynne Hopkins  
Nursing  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Samantha Lee Hopper  
Nursing  
B.S.N., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Kathleen Elizabeth Inghal  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Appalachian State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Deborah Carol Jenkins  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Kelly Marlene Johnson  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Oklahoma City University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Hannah Ruth Kasuli  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Taylor Brooke Kerns  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Betty Cansian Kaiser  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Andrew Albert Kavacs  
Nursing  
B.B.S.C., Christian Brothers University  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le

Meredith A. Lewis  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University  
Thesis: "Dental Hygiene Education"  
Chair: Dr. Yongke Le
Alicia Chairez Lipardi  
Nursing  
B.S., University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Hannah Marie Madd #  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Lane Community College

Erica Suzanne Mann  
Nursing  
B.S., University of Tennessee  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Ambry Rusher Martin  
Nursing  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
B.S.N., King University

Jordan Ryan Masse  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Leah Elizabeth Merrick  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Milligan College

Claire Sheln Michael  
Nursing  
B.C.O.M.N., University of Tennessee  
B.S.N., South College

Deborah Ashton More  
Nursing  
B.S., Western Carolina University  
B.S.N., Western Carolina University

Shonna Jo Moreen  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University

Kelly Vanover Morgan  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Katy Stoops Morel  
Nursing  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Susan Brenda Mosema  
Nursing  
B.S., Oakwood College

Jennifer Maria Mugridge  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Joshua Adam Mullin  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University

Sara Lee Ann Myers  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Shandee Lashaw Myers  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University

Sarah Monzella Pack  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Milligan College  
M.B.A., Milligan College

Cameron Perry  
Nursing  
B.S., Dallas Baptist University  
B.S.N., University of Texas

Whitney Pickel  
Nursing  
B.S.N., University of Tennessee

Morgan Paige Powers  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University

Alicia Lee Ann Pugh  
Nursing  
B.S., East Tennessee State University  
B.A., East Tennessee State University  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Hillary Joa Ray  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Middle Tennessee State University

Deirdra Renee Ayers Robinson  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Less-McRae College

Brooke Nicole Sanderson  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Carson-Newman University

Ryan Thomas Short  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University

Courtney Summer Smith  
Nursing  
B.S., Kaplan University

Ashley Remell Stewart  
Nursing  
B.S.N., University of Tennessee

Rachel Victoria Torgeaon  
Nursing  
B.S., Carson-Newman University  
B.S., Lincoln Memorial University

Tanya Dawn Varse  
Nursing  
B.S.N., King University

Danielle Denise Watson  
Nursing  
B.S.N., University of Tennessee

Heather Motsao Weeks  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Christina Suzanne Wharton  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Brandy Nichole White  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Brandi Briggs Wilson  
Nursing  
B.S.N., East Tennessee State University

Ashlie Wolfenbarger  
Nursing  
B.S.N., Middle Tennessee State University

Master of Social Work

Davis Kafo  
Social Work  
B.S.W., East Tennessee State University

Marsey Alexandria Proctor Bates  
Social Work  
B.S.W., Western Carolina University

---

Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Arts & Sciences

Anthony W. Adams  
Mathematics

Susan Ahoven  
Bluegrass, Old Time, and Country Music Studies

Austin Lynne Alexander  
Media and Communication

Jarrett Allen  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Nathanial Christian Altman  
Biology

Emily Ashton Armstrong  
Media and Communication

Brittany Dawn Arnett  
Psychology

Ashley Lauren Arthur  
Criminal Justice and Criminology  
Foreign Languages

Aria Francine Asbury  
Art

Brandon Charles Bailey  
Media and Communication

Jeffrey D. Banks  
Anthropology

Jessica Rhiannon Babbee  
Anthropology

Christian Eli Bare  
Media and Communication

Derrick Grant Beaver  
Media and Communication

Gladys M. Beckoy  
Music

Ashley Nicole Beicher  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Rebecca Ann Bell  
Sociology

Dakota A. Bentur  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Andrew Mitchell Berry  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Meghan R. Bishop  
Art

Madison Blankenship  
Anthropology

Elizabeth McWhariter  
Bodenho History

Mansi Ann Boegeman  
Media and Communication

Emily Lynne Bolden  
Psychology

Russ Opeyemi Mojisola  
Boulo-Ajayi International Affairs

Steven Hayden Bover  
Political Science

Chase Eileah Bowman  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Moriah E. Brunner  
Art

Erika Nicole Brown  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Tiffany Donella Burris  
Psychology

Amber Faith Byrne  
English  
Women's Studies

Erica Lynn Callahan  
Psychology

Rosanna Maria Camacho  
Art  
Foreign Languages

Lucas Allen Cameron  
Psychology

Samantha B. Campbell  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Jonathan Matthew Carter  
Biology

Stephanie Wynne Carozzo  
Media and Communication

Hagen Seth Castle  
English

Misty Rose Castro  
English

Emily Nicole Chadwick  
Psychology

Sandra Kay Chandley  
Criminal Justice and Criminology

---
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Rachel Lynn Raulerson
Psychology

Colin Michael Ray
Foreign Languages

Denni Paige Redmond
Anthropology

Elizabeth Ann Rees
Art
Haley Beth Reynolds
Biology
Adam Thompson Rice
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Alex Christian Rice
Political Science
Amber Nicole Riddle
Psychology
Alyssa Trudlu Riggs
Communication Studies
Hannah Kirsten Rigby
Media and Communication
Nathan Gabriel Rivera
Chemistry
Lelia E. Robertson
Media and Communication
Kaitlyn M. Rogers
Psychology

Mary Catherine Rush
Anthropology
Biology

Cody Shawn Russell
Art

Tiffany Nicole Russell
Sociology
Cheyenne Amanda Russell-Shoun
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Ashton Victor Alan
Sanatoria
Communication Studies
Michael James Scales
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Abigail Marie Scott
English
Connor Jason Scott
Media and Communication
Darcy M. Scott
Criminal Justice and Criminology
McKenzie Katlin Scott
Art

Gerald William Seaberg
Communication Studies

Joseph Lilaiah Seaton
Biology

Ruhk Shash
Psychology

Kaylin Kassie Sharpe
Psychology
Caleb Andrew Shanta
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Drake C. Sheys
History
Holly Cheyenne Shockley
Political Science
Erin Greco Siegel
English

Joshua Gabe Silmon
Chemistry
Jesalyn Kate Slagle
Music
Haylee Dale Sloan
Media and Communication
Angela Renee Smart
Psychology
Dakota James Arthur
Smith
History
Jeremy Brandon Smith
Graphic Design
Riley Noel Smith
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Lix Winifred Snyder
Media and Communication
Sydney Dianne Spurrer
Media and Communication
Peyton Jeffrey Stamps
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Lucas R. Steiter
Biology

Tylor Alexander Strimett
Media and Communication

Bailey Brooke Stoddard
Media and Communication
Nilynn Lelah Subbanna
Psychology
Katie Jean Tanner
Psychology
Kourtney Leigh Tatham
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Bryce Meade Taylor
Mathematics

Justin Graham Taylor
History
Leanna Brooke Taylor
Biology
Lorelei Teedgardan
Foreign Languages
Mary Elizabeth Tengroth
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Psychology
Kayla N. Thacker
Criminal Justice and Criminology

Killian Scott Thomas
English
Justin Wayne Tinsley
History
Brooke Elise Tipton
Biology

Marie Ann Tipton
Anthropology
Jacob Gregory Townsend
Media and Communication
Gabriella Lissette Vella
Biology
Benjamin Daniel Vinsant
History
Erik Rachel Walker
Media and Communication

Gerald Jia Wen Wang
Chemistry
Benjamin Lee Watson
History
Elizabeth Brooke Watson
Psychology
Rachel Watson
Biology
Carly Amanda Weaver
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Dylan James Weigel
Biology
Peyton Alexander
Western Ireland
Anthropology
Brittany Danielle Wheeler
Political Science
Christopher Thomas
Wheeler
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Angela Christine White
Media and Communication
Ashley Nicole Whitmore
Art
Dylan Keith Wieger
Biology
Allison Nicole Wilson
Political Science
Peyton Kirby Wilson
English
Calvin William Wingate
Political Science
Paige Ashley Wing,
Paskell Psychology

Zachary Andrew Wise
Political Science
Emily Margaret Woodward
Media and Communication
Cameron R. Woodfin
Psychology
Haley Reanna Woody
Media and Communication

Briar Rose Worley
Media and Communication
Sarah Elizabeth Wright
Sociology
Amanda Renee Young
English
Savannah Kay Zapic
Music
Karl Engert Zerfas
Bluegrass, Old Yirra, and Country Music Studies

Courtney Jean Bolton
Radiologic Science
Lindi Leyne Boyd
Radiologic Science
Hannah Rebecca Brown
Radiologic Science
Alicia Fly Burkart
Dental Hygiene
Jenny Lee Brummett
Sociology
Mandy Nicole Chadwick
Dental Hygiene
Jimmy Darnell
Cardiopulmonary Science
Regina Shaye Dase
Dental Hygiene
Susie Stanford Farmer
Allied Health
Justin Grant
Social Work
Spencer Lynn Harwood
Allied Health
Beth Monique Herget
Dental Hygiene
Joshua Lang Hyder
Social Work
Michelle Frances Kennedy
Dental Hygiene
Tiffany A. Kinster
Cardiopulmonary Science
Denise L. Law
Cardiopulmonary Science
Caroline Darfield Leathy
Dental Hygiene
Melissa Louthan
Cardiopulmonary Science
Marcia Annette McMahan
Allied Health
Hillary L. Mitchell
Social Work
Holly Wynnett Moldovan
Dental Hygiene
Samantha Moody
Radiologic Science
Samantha Ellise Morgan
Dental Hygiene
Ian Blake Morrow
Allied Health
Sara Elaine Mohe
Radiologic Science
Burnis Adam Page, Sr.
Radiologic Science
Jennifer Dawn Pittman
Social Work
Rebecca Pate Roscoe
Dental Hygiene
Diana Greer Saylor
Dental Hygiene
Joshua A. Schlabach
Radiologic Science
Tamia Sharrill
Dental Hygiene
Lindsay Brooke Siuss
Allied Health
Brittany Marie Spellar
Social Work
Mindie Leigh Stallings
Radiologic Science
Kayan Nicole Staton
Social Work
Joleanna V. Tran
Allied Health
College of Nursing

** Haley Nicole Adkins # Nursing
** Naqsha Hussein Ahmed Nursing
** Alexandria Elizabeth Allen Nursing
** Delia Siegel Anderson Nursing
** Jalisa Terika Avila # Nursing
** Melissa Alfena Baker Nursing
** Timothy Travis Baker # Nursing
** Tori Leann Barham # Nursing
** Tracyle Fuller Becknell Nursing
** Kaylee Megan Birchfield Nursing
** Chad Tyson Bishop Nursing
** Charlotte Baker Bishop Nursing
** Aimeeena Pei Bonds Nursing
** Diamond Donnel Bowery # Nursing
** Matthew Tyre Boyd Nursing
** Jessica Kalyn Bridges Nursing
** Megan Sierra Bright Nursing
** Justin Kell Broughton Nursing
** Emily Victoria Brown # Nursing
** Madel Alexandria Brown Nursing
** Taylor Nicole Brown # Nursing
** Christian Naamon Bryant Nursing
** Santana Brooke-Campbell Byington Nursing
** Karla Megan Carroll Nursing
** Nicole Renee Chambers Nursing
** Jennifer Harvey Champion Nursing
** Kristyn Nicole Cheek Nursing
** Madison Eleanor Clark # Nursing
** Danielle Lee Clinton Nursing
** Rachel Rebecca Cone Nursing
** Jordan Wray Cox Nursing
** Patrina Nicelyn Cradic # Nursing
** Michael Edgar Creazzo Nursing
** Savannah Michele Daffron Nursing
** McKayla Diane Daniel Nursing
** Alexis Kate Davis # Nursing
** Christine Fay Davis Nursing
** Haylee Brooke Deal Nursing
** Angela Marie Demouelle Nursing
** Kimberly Ramos Dinsmore Nursing
** Chelsea Taylor Dore Nursing
** Tyler Wayne Duggins Nursing
** Morgan Blake Durant # Nursing
** Amanda Lea Durham # Nursing
** Chelsie Nichole Dye Nursing
** Rodney James Edwards # Nursing
** Michelle L. Enor Nursing
** Brittani Marie Ferguson # Nursing
** Anika Leigh Ferrell Nursing
** Kimberly Denise Fillers Nursing
** Olivia Darby Fifles Nursing
** Brianna Nicole Franklin Nursing
** Ellen Marjory FirmaING # Nursing
** Emily Colleen Fultz Nursing
** Ashley S. Glover Nursing
** Hannah Brooke Goodman Nursing
** Katherine Maxine Gortney Nursing
** Kaitlin Louise Greer Nursing
** Jessica Marie Greene Nursing
** Logan McKinzie Quinn Nursing
** Scott Guy Nursing
** Jasmine Louise Hale Nursing
** Zachary Tyler Hall # Nursing
** Charles Edward Hamner Nursing
** Amanda Mae Haun Nursing
** Kristen Dawn Hawk Nursing
** Alexis Shantel Hawkins Nursing
** Makenzi Lynn Hayes Nursing
** Drew Ann Hefler Nursing
** Alexis Rotoia Henderson Nursing
** Krista Michelle Henley Nursing
** Kerri Morgan Hite # Nursing
** Ashton Alannah Huber-David Nursing
** Claire Elena Huff Nursing
** Jennifer Beth Huffman Nursing
** Karley Brenning Hyatt Nursing
** Charlie Samantha Jewell Nursing
** Shelton Hunter Jenkins # Nursing
** Natasha Ann Johnson Nursing
** Jerica Ann Jones # Nursing
** Lori Kathleen Jordan Nursing
** Rebecca Lynn Judy Nursing
** Dena Wellington Kennedy # Nursing
** Brianna Nicole Keryon Nursing
** Alyxandra Rose Kiser # Nursing
** Duren E. Lambert Nursing
** Rachel Mackenzie Laughlin Nursing
** Caitlyn Renee Lawson Nursing
** Christina Lynn Leach Nursing
** Young Hee Lee # Nursing
** Haley Ann Lein # Nursing
** Lauren Sarah Ling Nursing
** Kelsey L. Lloyd Nursing
** Meghan C. London Nursing
** Ashlee Lynch Nursing
** Victoria Terena Leanne Mann Nursing
** Brittani Nichole Massey Nursing
** Elizabeth Lauren McCoid Nursing
** Alexis Grace McGinn Nursing
** Payton Kylee McGlothlin # Nursing
** Melissa Ann McNutt Nursing
** Olivia Dawn Mebane # Nursing
** Martha Lucinda Medford # Nursing
** Margaret Dale Medley Nursing
** Shelby Joanna Meek Nursing
** John Patrick Meier Nursing
** Erica Nichole Mellery Nursing
** Paul Christian Merrick Nursing
** Halie Brooke Milhorn # Nursing
** Melissa Kaye Milhorn Nursing
** Julie Catherine Miller Nursing
** Aziza Nigmanjan Qazi Muminova # Nursing
** Biase Moldum Nursing
** Caroline W. Njiki # Nursing
** Escoa Ocaiio Nursing
** Joseph Osagudiharm-Osaze Nursing
** Oscarine Johnson Osaze Nursing
** Aneepreet Kaur Parmar Nursing
** Aja Crystalyn Perkins Nursing
** Lindsay Ann Phillips Nursing
** Kelli L. Pottengal Nursing
** John McBride Poole Nursing
** Brittany N. Powell Nursing
** James Dustin Powell Nursing
** Kristen Leigh Prince # Nursing
** Savannah Autumn Rasnic Nursing
** Beverly Leanne Ratliff Nursing
** Ali Nicole Raulie # Nursing
** Chisimice Nicole Ray # Nursing
** Garner Wayne Reynolds Nursing
** Julie Lynn Thacker Richard Nursing
** Alison Carol Robinson Nursing
** Brittany Nicole Ronaghan Nursing
** Jacob Andrew Rossen Nursing
** Samuel Bradsher Russell # Nursing
Nursing

Bill Gatton College of Pharmacy

* Jackson Bryant Stewart
  Nursing
* Molly Kate Strange
  Nursing
* Michelle Lynn Shire
  Nursing
* DeAnna Macan Strode
  Nursing
* Rachel Diane Sullivan
  Nursing
* Sarah Magee Summitt
  Nursing
* Austin Seth Taylor
  Nursing
* Ashley Lauren Thomas
  Nursing
* Brandi L. Thomas
  Nursing
* Abby Paige Turner
  Nursing
* Chelsea Brianna Wamack
  Nursing
* Kiana N. Watson
  Nursing
* Madison F. Weaver
  Nursing
* Christa Lee Williams
  Nursing
* Fredrick Ashton Wilson
  Nursing
* Hannah Eyse Wolfe
  Nursing
* Rebecca Lynn Worrell
  Nursing
* Kathleen McGill Wykoff
  Nursing
* Linnea Angelique Yongue
  Nursing
* Michelle Marie Young
  Nursing
* Eryn Elizabeth Younger
  Nursing
* Anika Zyglewski
  Nursing

Omni Coke
Pharmacy Studies
Casey Jean Crowder
Pharmacy Studies
Zachary Alexander
Howard
Pharmacy Studies
Kristen M. Michaud
Pharmacy Studies
Scott Michael Mlecik
Pharmacy Studies
Judy Moindi Ombara
Pharmacy Studies
Hee Huyhn Quach
Pharmacy Studies
Mace Bearer

Dr. Kathryn Sharp, Distinguished Faculty Award in Teaching, 2018, Department of Early Childhood Education

Faculty Line Leader

Dr. Courtney Hall  
Distinguished Faculty Award for Research, 2018  
Department of Physical Therapy

Student Line Leader

Dr. Cynthia Chambers  
Distinguished Faculty Award for Service, 2018  
Department of Educational Foundations and Special Education

Bearers of University Banners

College of Arts and Sciences  
Dr. Linde Christine Rush Burkey

College of Business and Technology  
Dr. Brian Todd Bennett

College of Clinical and Rehabilitative Health Sciences  
Dr. Saravanan Elangovan

School of Continuing Studies and Academic Outreach  
Dr. Deborah Joyner

Clemmer College  
Dr. Kimitake Sato

Quillen College of Medicine  
Dr. Patrick C. Bradshaw

College of Nursing  
Dr. Donna Fraysier

Color Guard

Cadet 1SGT Braden Trent  
Cadet SGT Seamus Hagan  
Cadet PV2 Nathaniel Vernon

Placement of University Banners

Cadet CPT Marshall Martin

Graduating Students Receiving Army Commissions

Austin B. Milam, 2L T, Armor, United States Army, Tennessee Army National Guard  
James T. Morrison, 2L T, Ordnance Corps, United States Army, Tennessee Army National Guard  
Stephen G. Scheideler, 2L T, Quartermaster Corps, United States Army, Tennessee Army National Guard  
Justin W. Tinsley, 2L T, Branch to be determined, United States Army, Active Duty

Trumpet Fanfare

ETSU Wind Ensemble

Ushers

Presidential Ambassadors

Announcement of Candidates

Mr. Fred Sauceman, Senior Writer and Associate Professor of Appalachian Studies

Prelude Music

ETSU Wind Ensemble, Dr. Christian M. Zembower, Conductor
The three academic degrees generally recognized are the bachelor’s, the master’s, and the doctor’s. The name of each degree seems to have been determined by medieval university custom. The bachelor’s degree, the baccalaureate, takes its name directly from the medieval practice of “bachelors” wearing a garland of bayberries. The master’s degree was equivalent to a license to teach, and sometimes was followed by the express words Licentia Docendi. The doctor’s degree was originally a title of respect and a recognition of great learning. Today the doctor’s degree indicates advanced study and independent research in a specialized field of learning, whereas honorary degrees are granted for meritorious service and for distinction in public or private endeavor. In the medieval university, students and teachers wore gowns indicating their status and scholastic achievement.

In 1895, an intercollegiate commission drafted a uniform code for the use of academic caps, gowns, and hoods in the United States. This code is followed by approximately 95 percent of all colleges and universities. In 1932 and 1935 the American Council on Education reviewed and refined the American academic costume.

Those holding a bachelor’s degree traditionally wear a gown of worsted material, fastened at the top, and distinguished by long pointed sleeves hanging nearly to the knees. The master’s gown, worn open, is made either of worsted or silk, and has long closed sleeves with an arc appearing near the bottom and a slit for the arm near the middle of the sleeves. The doctor’s gown, also worn open, is made of silk, faced with a broad strip of velvet, and has three bars of velvet on each sleeve.

A hood may be worn with the gown and is made of the same material. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long, faced with a three-inch strip of velvet; the doctor’s hood is four feet long, faced with a five-inch strip of velvet. The color of the tassel or the velvet strip on the hood indicates the field of study in which the degree was earned or granted, as for example: Agriculture – Maize; Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Commerce, Accountancy, Business – Drab; Dentistry – Lilac; Economics – Copper; Education – Light Blue; Engineering – Orange; Fine Arts including Architecture – Brown; Forestry – Russet; Journalism – Crimson; Law – Purple; Library Science – Lemon; Medicine – Green; Music – Pink; Nursing – Apricot; Oratory (Speech) – Silver Gray; Pharmacy – Olive Green; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Physical Education – Sage Green; Physical Therapy – Teal; Public Administration including Foreign Service – Peacock Blue; Public Health – Salmon Pink; Science – Golden Yellow; Social Work – Citron; Theology – Scarlet; Veterinary Science – Gray.

The appropriate cap for all degrees is the familiar black “mortarboard.” A black tassel, or one of a color signifying the field of specialization, hanging to the left of the face, is appropriate for all degrees. Those holding a doctor’s degree may wear a soft velvet cap of the color indicating their field of study, or with the “mortarboard” may wear a tassel in whole or in part of gold thread.

The Presidential Medallion - The presidential medallion is the traditional symbol of office worn at official functions. The design features a torch symbolizing learning; a wreath, symbol of victory, while the star ruby symbolizes excellence.

The Mace - The East Tennessee State University mace is an organic design in forged silver with an ebony handle. The form gives a circular impression, referring to the medieval concept of a heavy armor-breaking club yet losing its warlike appearance by becoming less solid and a more decorative symbol of the university as it encompasses global thinking. A central staff radiates the thrust of the rhythmical branches of the tree of knowledge; the heavier branches representing the well-established disciplines and the more delicate ones the beginnings and growth of the new.

The Flag - The flag of East Tennessee State University is of simple conception, yet representative of the rich heritage of the area and the aspirations of the university.
Students wearing a medallion on a colored ribbon are graduating with honors as follows:

- White ribbon - cum laude (3.50 – 3.64 GPA)
- Yellow ribbon - magna cum laude (3.65 – 3.84 GPA)
- Blue ribbon - summa cum laude (3.85 – 4.00 GPA)

**National Honor Societies**

**Alpha Epsilon Delta**
Purple and red cords signify membership in Alpha Epsilon Delta, the national health pre-professional honor society dedicated to the encouragement and recognition of excellence in pre-professional health scholarship.

**Alpha Sigma Lambda**
The cream colored stoles with deep burgundy and antique gold embroidery signify the credo "First in Scholarship and Leadership." Membership in the Zeta Tau chapter of Alpha Sigma Lambda represents the premier national honor society for nontraditional students.

**Delta Alpha Pi International**
The blue and gold cords signify the participation in the Psi chapter of Delta Alpha Pi, which honors high achieving students with disabilities.

**Gamma Beta Phi**
The gold sashes signify membership in the Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society, which emphasizes service, scholarship, and character.

**Gamma Sigma Alpha**
The cords of red and gold signify membership in Gamma Sigma Alpha and a commitment to leadership, academic achievement, and excellence as core values of fraternities and sororities.

**Golden Key International Honour Society**
The Golden Key medallion is a round 2" gold sandblast finished medallion with the GK logo attached by a royal blue and gold 30" neck ribbon. The honor stole is a beautiful rich gold satin embroidered material with the GK logo in royal blue. The honor cords have double strands of intertwined royal blue and gold cords with a GK charm attached. The Golden Key regalia signifies membership in the Golden Key International Honour Society and the pillars of academics, leadership, and service for which the society was founded.

**Omicron Delta Kappa**
The sky blue, black, and white intertwined honor cords signify membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, the national leadership honor society which recognizes juniors, seniors, and graduate students who exhibit excellence in one or more of the following areas: scholarship, athletics, community service, campus governance, involvement in student organizations/publications, or the performing arts.

**Phi Kappa Phi**
The blue, gold, and white medallions signify membership in the National Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, which recognizes and encourages superior scholarship in all academic disciplines.

**Phi Sigma Pi**
The purple and gold sashes signify membership in Phi Sigma Pi, a national co-ed honor fraternity. The fraternity's purpose is to bring together some of the brightest and most motivated students on campus and work together in a spirit of excellence to encourage the three ideals of scholarship, leadership, and fellowship.

**Sigma Alpha Lambda**
The navy, black, and gold intertwined honor cords signify membership in Sigma Alpha Lambda, a national leadership and honors organization, which recognizes and encourages academic achievement, servant leadership, and community service.

**Sigma Phi Alpha**
The purple and gold cords signify membership in Sigma Phi Alpha, the national honor society for the dental hygiene profession. The purpose of Sigma Phi Alpha is to promote, recognize, and honor scholarship, leadership, and service among dental hygiene graduates. These graduates represent the top 10 percent of their dental hygiene class.

**Tau Sigma**
Cords of burgundy and gold signify membership in Tau Sigma, an academic honor society designed specifically to "recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students."

**College of Arts and Sciences**

**Alpha Psi Omega Lambda Epsilon**
The amber and sky blue cords signify membership in the Alpha Psi Omega National Theatre Honor Society, designed to recognize and reward exemplary student participation in theatre.

**Kappa Mu Epsilon**
The rose pink and silver cords signify membership in the Tennessee Beta Chapter of the Kappa Mu Epsilon national mathematics honor society, which recognizes achievement in and appreciation of mathematics.

**Lambda Pi Eta**
Graduates who have attained a standard of excellence in the field of communication wear honor cords of red and white to signify their membership in Lambda Pi Eta honor society.

**Phi Alpha Theta**
The maroon and light blue cords signify membership in Phi Alpha Theta, an American honor society established in 1921 for undergraduate and graduate students and professors of history. The society is a charter member of the Association of College Honor Societies and ETSU’s chapter, Alpha Epsilon Epsilon, was chartered in 1989.
Pi Gamma Mu
The blue and white honor cords signify membership in the Pi Gamma Mu International Honor Society in Social Science, which emphasizes scholarship in the social sciences.

Pi Kappa Lambda
The gold and white honor cords signify membership in the National Music Honor Society, Pi Kappa Lambda, which recognizes outstanding scholarly achievement and musicianship.

Pi Sigma Alpha
The red, white, and black honor cords signify membership in Pi Sigma Alpha, the Political Science National Honor Society, which recognizes excellence in the study of political science.

Psi Chi
The silver satin stole worn by some psychology graduates signifies membership in Psi Chi, the honor society in psychology.

Sigma Tau Delta
The red and black honor cords signify membership in Sigma Tau Delta, the Sigma Tau Delta International Honor Society, which recognizes excellence in English scholarship.

College of Business and Technology

Beta Gamma Sigma
The blue and gold honor cords signify membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the honor society for schools accredited by AACSB - the International Association for Management Education.

Epsilon Pi Tau
The blue, gold, and white honor cords signify membership in Epsilon Pi Tau, the international honorary for professions in technology.

Kappa Omicron Nu
The crimson and cream honor cords signify membership in Kappa Omicron Nu, the national family and consumer sciences honor society.

Upsilon Pi Epsilon
The maroon and white cords signify membership in Upsilon Pi Epsilon, the national honor society for computer science.

College of Clinical and Rehabilitative Health Sciences

Alpha Eta
The intertwined white and light green honor cords signify the distinction of membership in Alpha Eta, the national honor society for allied health professionals. Alpha Eta members maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or greater and have evidenced community and professional service and leadership status, reflected in their motto: “Together We Serve.”

Lambda Beta
The blue and green cords and ribbons signify membership in Lambda Beta, the national honor society for the respiratory care profession. Lambda Beta honors scholastic achievement, service, and the character of students, graduates, and faculty members of the respiratory care profession. These graduates represent the top 25 percent of their respiratory class.

Lambda Nu
The maroon and forest green cords signify membership in Lambda Nu, the national honor society for the radiologic and imaging sciences. Lambda Nu fosters academic scholarship at the highest academic levels, promotes research and investigation in the radiologic and imaging sciences, and recognizes exemplary scholarship.

Phi Alpha National Honor Society
The blue and gold medallions signify membership in the Phi Alpha National Honor Society, which recognizes and encourages superior scholarship in social work as well as all other academic disciplines.

Clemmer College

Chi Sigma Iota
The royal blue and white twined honor cords signify membership in the Eta Tau Sigma chapter of Chi Sigma Iota, Counseling Honor Society International, which values academic and professional excellence in counseling.

Kappa Delta Pi
The violet and jade green twined honor cords with violet tassels signify membership in Kappa Delta Pi, the international honor society in education.

College of Nursing

Sigma Theta Tau
The orchid and white honor cords signify membership in Sigma Theta Tau, the international honor society of nursing.

Bill Gatton College of Pharmacy

Phi Lambda Sigma
The green and gold honor cords signify membership in Phi Lambda Sigma, also known as the National Pharmacy Leadership Society. Members of Phi Lambda Sigma are selected by their peers in recognition of service and leadership in the advancement of pharmacy.

Rho Chi
The purple and white honor cords signify membership in Rho Chi, the academic honor society in pharmacy. Membership in Rho Chi is based on academic and professional achievement.

College of Public Health

Delta Omega
The black and salmon stoles signify membership in Delta Omega, the national honor society for public health. Membership reflects dedication to quality in the field of public health and to protection and advancement of the health of all people.

Epsilon Nu Eta
The gold, green, and sky blue honor cords signify membership in Epsilon Nu Eta, the national honor society for environmental health majors. ETSU is the founding chapter of Epsilon Nu Eta.
School of Continuing Studies and Academic Outreach

Graduate Liberal Studies Programs
The Association of Graduate Liberal Studies Programs National Honor Society is open to graduate students in liberal studies who have earned a minimum of a 3.75 cumulative GPA on a 4.0 scale and who have demonstrated leadership in the classroom and in the greater community. AGLSP National Honor Society members at ETSU wear honors cords of blue and gold to signify their distinction.

Additional Programs

Admissions Ambassadors
The sashes of gold designate graduates who are members of the Admissions Ambassadors organization through the Office of Admissions. After being selected for the organization based on their academic qualifications, our Ambassadors assist with recruitment by providing campus tours to our ETSU guests. As leaders and representatives of ETSU, our Ambassadors must maintain a 3.0 GPA each semester.

Emerging Leaders Academy
The intertwined royal blue, gold, and silver cords signify completion of The Dr. Brenda White Wright Emerging Leaders Academy. Based on principles of servant-leadership, the Emerging Leaders Academy serves to identify, encourage, and equip emerging student leaders with the skills, knowledge, and experience to effectively lead at ETSU and beyond.

Fine and Performing Arts Scholars Program
The long stoles of silver designate the Fine and Performing Arts Scholars Program of the ETSU Honors College. These graduates were selected as artistically talented students and have completed a rigorous major or minor in an arts-related field.

Honors-in-Discipline Programs
The bronze medallions on blue and gold ribbons designate the Honors-in-Discipline Programs of the ETSU Honors College. These graduates, selected on the basis of their academic performance, completed a rigorous honors program in their major area of study.

International Regalia
Stoles depicting the colors and/or flags of different countries represent the home countries of ETSU international graduates or the countries where the graduates have participated in significant study abroad experiences as part of their degree programs.

Interprofessional Education (IPE) Program
Graduates who complete the two-year Interprofessional Education Experience offered through the Academic Health Sciences Center are wearing white cords. This experience focused on the four core domains of Interprofessional Education and Practice – Interprofessional Communication, Interprofessional Values and Ethics, Teams and Teamwork, and Roles and Responsibilities. The white color represents the end result when multiple colors of light (representing each profession involved in the experience) pass through a prism and symbolically blend expertise in the Interprofessional Education Experience.

Midway Honors Scholars Program
The long stoles of ETSU blue with gold embroidery designate the Midway Honors Scholars Program of the ETSU Honors College. These graduates were selected as academically talented students who transferred from other colleges and universities and who have completed programs of academic challenge and performance here at ETSU.

National Residence Hall Honorary
The blue and white cords signify membership in the National Residence Hall Honorary, which recognizes the top one percent of residence hall students who are exemplary residential students in academics, leadership, and service.

Pre-Health Living-Learning Community
The gold stoles signify membership in the pre-health living-learning community, an interdisciplinary undergraduate community focused on the academic, professional, and personal growth of pre-health students.

Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC)
Graduates wearing military uniforms participated in ETSU’s ROTC program and are newly commissioned officers of the United States Army. These graduates took on the challenge and seized the opportunity to combine world-class leadership and management training with their academic studies here at ETSU.

Roan Scholars Leadership Program
The purple and gray stoles are representative of the prestigious Roan Scholars Leadership Program founded in 1997. Outstanding student-leaders throughout the region are selected based on exemplary character, leadership, intellectual curiosity, physical vigor, and overall leadership potential.

Student Veterans of America
The Student Veterans of America (ETSU Chapter) is a national student organization that recognizes veterans for their service to our country and their continuing excellence in pursuing higher education. The red, white, and blue cords presented proudly by SVA represent the graduate’s veteran status while attending ETSU. Yesterday’s Warriors, Today’s Scholars, Tomorrow’s Leaders.

University Honors Scholars Program
The long stoles of antique gold with blue embroidery designate graduates of the University Honors Scholars Program of the ETSU Honors College. These graduates, selected on the basis of academic excellence and well-rounded experiences, have participated in a four-year program of academic challenge and performance at ETSU.
The Star-Spangled Banner

Oh say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

Alma Mater

In the shadow of the mountains,          In thy halls we formed our friendships,
Under skies of blue,                      Dear old college home;
Stands our dear old Alma Mater,           And to thee we pledge our hearts,
Glorious to view,                        Wherever we may roam,
Sound the chorus, speed it onward;        Sound the chorus, speed it onward;
Thee we’ll never fail!                   Thee we’ll never fail!
Hail to thee, our Alma Mater—          Hail to thee, our Alma Mater—
Hail to thee, all hail!                   Hail to thee, all hail!

Recent Retirees

Patty Allen  
Financial Aid
Sherry Armitage  
College of Pharmacy
Martin Barrett  
Computing
Jack Cotrel  
Public Safety
Sandra Countermine  
Early Childhood Education
Larry Estep  
Facilities Management
Robin Fisher  
Biomedical Communications
Steve Greenwell  
University Center Administration
Edward Hale  
Facilities Management
Theresa Harrison  
Biomedical Sciences
Kathy Hawks  
College of Nursing
Dennis Hedrick  
Physics & Astronomy
Constance Hixson  
Family Medicine
Natalie Honeycutt  
College of Nursing
Sandra Hook  
Families First
Kenneth Hoss  
Facilities Management
Robert Justice  
Small Business Programs
Betsy Kappes  
Nursing-Office of Practice
Madaline Lewis  
Div. of Lab Animal Resources
Carmen Linne  
College of Pharmacy
Donna Lockaby-Morrow  
TRIO
Linda Lyons  
College of Medicine
Jane Maas-Brady  
Social Work
David Magee  
Career Services
Jeffrey McCray  
Custodial Services
Vaselia Mershon  
Financial Services
Merry Miller  
Psychiatry
Phillip Miller  
Management/Marketing
Peter Panus  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Charlene Perrigan  
College of Medicine
Anita Rhodes  
Testing Services
Bonnie Rice  
Families First
Suzanne Smith  
Business Administration
Barbara Stewart  
Pediatrics
Terry Story  
Public Safety
Patricia Talley  
University Relations
Carl Torbush  
Athletics
Frances Valentine  
Families First
Patricia Van Zandt  
Library
Judy Whittimore  
Biomedical Sciences
Pamela Williams  
University Health Center
Judy Woods  
Facilities Management